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For the fast magneto-sonic (FMS) waves, which are excited 
in magnetized plasma with 4JtnT/B2. <.<. 1, and w < t-'B with we, = 
:eB/Mc. and wi th the condi tions of k An « 1, k K » k~. and 
v I «cA being carried out, the dispersion relation can be 
written in the form of 

W "" cAkx [1 + kt/k~ + J(Q) A~k~] (1) 

where cA=B2/4~nM is Alfven velocity, Vi is x-component of ~o
nie velocity, A~ =Ei/2=T/2m~, and Q ia an angle between k~ 
and magnetic field B. An insignificant rate of dispersion me
aDa that the principal process ia a triwave one for the small 
amplitude waves. At this, the weak nonlinearity condition de
termines a small angle value between interacting waves. The 
FMB waves structure depends on the dispersion coefficient 

(0 = -CAt(Q) (.~ = cA c
2

2 (l!!-_ ctg2Q ) 
) 2 woi M 

sign which is defined by g angle value, namely: for the near
to-transverse propagation the dispersion is negative at 1~/2-
-Q I::; (m/M) 1/2. , and it is posi ti ve outside this cone. 

To describe FMS waves of small amplitude having the close 
angular distribution the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) equation 
is correct, moreover, for ~ < 0, the self-focusing is obser
ved [1]. However, near the cone of Q=arctg(M!m)'12 where f3 .... 0 
the results obtained in [1J are needed in closer definition 
so far as relation (1) must be supplemented the dispersion 
term of the next order playing here a principal role [2 ,3]. 
This term has a form of ~k; with 

0= c"- c~ [3(: _ctg2Q)2_ 4ctg4Q (1 + ctg2Q )] • 
8c.Joi 

In this case, the dispersion's character becomes more compli
cated and it is defined by correlation of eigne of ~ and ~ 
(eee fig. 1). Thue, for f'>:;' 0, a < 0 the case of negative 
dispersion takes a place (region B in fig. 1), and, for J'> > 0, 
~ > 0 (region A) and ~ < 0, 0 < 0 (region C), the cases 

of "mixed" dispersion (when the dispersion sign is different 
for small and big k) are. At this, the propagation of the FMS 
waves of small amplitude having the close angular distribu
tion will described by the KP equation generalization - Bela
shov-Karpman (BK) equation obtained in [2,3J, which, for the 
nondissipative case, has a form of 

<\( 0th +oI.hO,;> + f.>0~h + OO~h ) = -(C A/2)6.lh (2) 
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where oc=(J/2)cA sinG, and h:B_IB is the dimensionless FMS wa
ve amplitude (B_is the wave's magnetic field). The nonl~near 
term's form as exhqh is a conseq':lence of the so:m~ veloc~ty 
renormalization and reflects a l~ttle of probab11~ty of other 
nonlinear processes caused by the vector nonlinearity_ 
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Fig. 1. Dispersion's character near to cone of g ~ 
=arctg(M/m) V2 I 1 - ~.o, 2 - ~=o. 

Let us consider the three-dimensional stationary FMS wa
ves' beam propagating in plasma to magnetic field B at angle 
g near the cone of Q=arctg{M/m)1f.2 " For such beam, using the 
transition to the new variables as x .... -st, y ... _sK f12 y, z ~ 
+ -S K'I2 Z , t + sx, h + -(6/oe.)h, s= I ~lf/4 , K :cA 12, we obtain 
from BK equation (2) the equation [4] 

'\( 0xh + 6h<\h - E.O~h - /.O~h ) = 6..Lh (3) 

describing the FMS waves beam propagation along the x axis 
from boundary x=o. Here <5. (>s-2, ;1. =sign(n. 

Equation (3) was being solved numerically using the me
thods developed in ~5] in axial-symmetric geometry for 6.1. = 
= o~ + (1 II') or , P =y ' + z2 under the condition of the to
tal absorption at the integration's region boundaries (wi th a 
due account of 0rh I r-o m 0 ) and with the boundary' condition 
in x.o in the form of h(O)=h(t,O,P)_cos(lt)exp(- f2) locali
zed in y,z plane and setting the time-periodic axial-symmet
ric FMS waves beamo 

A series of numerical experiments on the FMS waves beam 
propagation's study at different values of the beam intensity 
at x~O and different 9 (cases At Bt C) enabled us to obtain 
the following results. In region A.. where ;\ =1 t c. > 0 t for 
any h( O) values the spatial evolution of FMS beam leads at 
first to the beam focusing, that is defined by dominant role 
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of nonlinear processes at the beginning. At this , we observed 
(see fig. 2, curves 1,2) the beam compression along the j> 
axis with propagation of one along the x axis: lr(x)~lj'(O). 
·h(O)/h(x), with simultaneous fast increasing of beam inten-
si ty in axis: 2 ) ] 

h(x) -h(O) [1 + 0.59x)· • 

Further, in x ..... 1 (that depends on c value), the nonlinearity 
"saturation" mode is realized on account of decriaing of If'' 
when th e term proportional to at h becomes to play dominant 
role. That leads to the stopping of self-focusing. With fur-
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Changing of lp section of beam propagating 
along x axis: 1 },=1, 10=1.34; 2 - 11=1, 
10 =2.24; 3 - /ls-1, 10=1.34; 4 - /1=-1, lOs 
--1.34; 5 - /1=0, 10 =-1,)4. 

ther propagation the defocusing stage comes. It comes to its 
close by formation of stationary beam (i.e. hmax(x)=const, 
lj'(x)=const), that corresponds the results obtained in [6J 
analytically. 

In regions B and C answering the coefficients values ~= 
c-1, C ~ 0, we observed the sound scattering with propaga
tion alon~ x axis for any beam intensity h(O) (see curves 3,4 
in fig. 2). 

The test miscalculations for eq. (3) with i\.0 showed that 
the self-focusing is possible only for c < 0 (see fig. 2, cur
ve 5), that is in conformity with a resul t obtained in [1] 
for the KP equation. 

Thus, our results show taat, for the FMS waves beam pro
pagatin~ in plasma to field B at angles Q near the cone of 
Q-arctg{M/m) ~~ , t he self-focusing phenomenon is not obser
ved even if the dispersion for the small k is positive. At 
this, on a level with sound s cattering the nonlinear stationa
ry propagation may be observed. Let us note, that for 19t/2 -- 91 "»(m/M)'/2 considered eqs. (2),0) must be supplemented 
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the terms being proportional to the mixed derivatives becau-
se k~ ~ kx here, and proper terms being proportio-
nal with i,j=1,2,o •• appear in dispersion relation. 

I am grateful to Dr. V.I.Petviashvili for 
the of this problem and obtained results. 
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